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ABSTRACT:

African political studies are clønging sonuv¡løt h næthd, contex.t an¿ styte. In oddition þ rh¿

hgenuþ behitú these, perhaps, the single ,nost outstanding c|øracreristic of tofuy's studies,
especially by the new-breed scholars in this prticular fæld is tløt of openess. The approaches are
not anymore solely traditiotul. Economic liberalism a¡d democracy aüress Afrícan geo-political
re¿liti¿s and history more lhan when mod¿rnisation lheories and abshact comparative syslems

analysis provided the start. In shorl, lhe changes m¿an more country-stt¿¿ies atd critical arulysis
of mltivariote African political atú development datas. lr woutd b¿ otios not to believe that they

lnve innovative influence on the lrnowledge of African politics.

l. IxrRooucrrox

A growing numþr of political science writers are lrecently] emphasising that
African politics needs to be explained. Concretely, the arguments raised
convey a feeling that the writers question the way that political studies have
so far interpreted the politics in Africa, see: Chabal (1992:3), and Chazan er
al (1988).

In short, the contemporary post-independent Africa is in crisis. But it
seems not to suffice tle reason or excuse for knowledge of the political
history of Africa and explanation of its political events to be half-hearted. The
emphasis on the "need to explain" is partly attributed to it. Another argument
is no one denies that men, women and child¡en are not suffering in the
continent, or that its politics and the civil society are not torn apart as a result
of poor democratic records, perenial problems of integration and economic
development. These also, Chabal argues the disturbing consequences for how
their politics are understood and explained.

This paper concentrates on examining selected sources of political
science knowledge, directly and indi¡ectly bas€d on the srudy of politics in
Africa to collate various contributions made in that area to simplify the task
of explaining and advancing understanding. It is worth stâting that the paper
is a product of library research for an innaugural lecture [cou¡se] on "African
Political Studies". Its approach is eclectic and descriptive, with att€mpts to
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integraæ afguments and explanations, and enhance more understanding. It is
bound to be highly refreshing.

1. I. Træ CHARACTER OF LATEST QUESTIONS

The emphasis on explanation and understanding in African political studies

raises a key question about what makes the political (science) studies of
Africa different from simila¡ studies elsewhere? Examination of the question

shows that the crave to explain contemporary African politics that it be

undentood is not without problems and further questions. It also shows that

attempts to amplify how best ¡¡ do it only leads Ûo a series of other more or

less difficult questions: What does it really mean to demand an explanation

and understanding from contempofÍ¡ry studies of politics in Africa? Is it really

appropriate to put fonvard this kind of demand?

Chabal (1992:3) contends the rationality behind the questions' But,

because they are inficaæ he succinctly reformulates newer interrelated ques-

tions in the hope that they would be made clearer: Are there grounds for

thinking that understanding politics in Africa is any more onerous or any

mor€ urgent a fask than understânding politics anywhere else? What do we

mean by understanding? Is it plausible to assume that African countries can

profitably be compared simply because they are Africans. Is not ¡he whole

notion of African politics parochially tautological? Do we not' perhaps, ask

questions differently when we try to explain the politics of Africa? And if we

do, do we understand the implications of doing so?

These questions have implications for political studies of Africa. They

mitigaæ the studies and message that they desen¡e to be made a serious affair

founded on the cont€mporary knowledge of African history from its pre-

colonial to post-independence periods. The idea is that this condition and

knowledge cannot be compromised for something less. There is an old Efik
adage used commonly by people in the South-Easæm parts of Nigeria, which

Íyrys"ürut efre ntak, ntak ötöhö." Liærarilly, the adage advises not to forget

ælling properly the reasons for things that happen if we want to avoid

qr¡anels and misunderstanding.
The adage contextually fits the understanding we have for African hisOry

and political events which also colour the way we explain them. Rightly or

wrongly, contemporary political development realities in Africa show that

sympathy is growing in favour of these arguments. Tordoff (1990:2'7)

criticises ea¡lier comparative approaches to the explanation of political and

socio-economic modernisation in post-colonial Africa for distortive

inærpretations of its realities, by cautiously evincing:

That in the West, industrialization took place before full democratic
practices were introduced into the politicäl process;

That because of ttre history of industrialisation in the West, resources
were available to meet the pressing demands of the enîranchised
g¡oups;

That in Africa and Asia and the Caribbean, there was no such time-
lag to enable ind.ustrialization create the resource base necessary for
supporting a similar process and g¡oups;

That in Africa, universal franchise was granted iust before, at. or
immediately after independence, before eionomii policies cóukí be
formulated, hence, at independence expectations óf the electorates
heightened, since it did not-come withoui the struesles of nationalists
cajõled into making promises exceeding the cãi'acity of rhe new
stãtes most of them Tatèr came to head;

That because of the way colonial officials used the "indiiect ruIe",
the new independent states were socialized into illstructured politicai
cultures;

That, this and other causes account for why the political leadership.
on attainment of political independence, had noi the experience öf
operating governmental system on a national scale, plus the fact that
institutions like the political parties, parliaments and civil services
through which they had to work with were also relatively new and
weak;

That the institutional weakness inherited had repercussions which
relatively accounted for why the Drivate sectors are underdeveloned
and the iøte itself had to asísumeã major entrepreneurial role inihe
national economy;

That, this accounts for the increase in the number of public enter-
prises. and bureaucratic oower. which in turn widen the san between
ihe élites and masses, crêating therefore, a situation in wñiöh most of
the educated éliæs find it eãsier to suwive in u¡ban envi¡onments
side by side with the traditional and conservative, but often illiterate
chiefs'and villagers;

That, since the new states gained inteAration into the intemational
system at a time they were ño match eiiher dinlomaticallv or milirar-
ilv for the develonrjd states. their indeoendeilce was oóbaúonal in
tlírc world commuñity, and inost of thein survived by'means of the
shelters given by theír respecúve mother countries.

That, the general situaúon \ryas as stated, until the recent decade of
oil weapon and mineral exoloitations came to suarantee a few of the
søtes sígnifi cant economii and therefore, diplõmatic leverage.

Afrìann Pnlitical Studies To Date

2. Om eN¡ NEw ScoPES oF INTEREST

Political science studies have multiplied over the years on Africa. This is
witnessed by the proliferation of interests, and books and articles currently on
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sale from various publishers and printing houses. Firstly, it shows that the

scop€s of interest for what is in contemporary light "political" has widened

considerably. Secondly, it shows also that the boundary between what is

raditionally "political" and what is not so, in most of the studies is becoming

more and more porous. In short as Alan R. Ball (1988: 8-9) has pointed out,

this generally means that political science is not anymore only concerned

with the study of philosophy, rule of law and history.

The outcome for Africa is the proliferation of interests and newer dimen-

sions of studies. Together, both kinds of ouûcome appeaf to rationalise an

increasing need for subsumming the values and broadening their base across

the sub-fields of several disciplines in more or less drammatic ways. These

studies support the assertion: Bates (1990 and 1991); Chege (1988); Claude

Ake (1990); Lofchie (1971); Morrison (1989); Nyong'o (1990); Nzouankeu

(1991); Vengroff (1990); Coleman and Carl (196a); Collier (1978 and 1982);

Shaw (1882); Kilson (1963); Mazrui and Michael (198a); Welch (1987);

Rodney (1972); Nyang'oro (1990); Onimode, et al (1989); Wiseman (1990

and l99l); Sklar (1983 nd 1992). We shall return to some of them in
oncoming sections.

The interest of scholars to study and wriæ about politics in developing

countries is a sign that the emphases are also shifting in favou¡ of diversifying
political studies aimed at exptaining the cases in Africa. The indirect
implication of this departure presently shows, for example, that African
political studies do not anymore have to depend too much on using the old

traditional comparative approaches for inærpreting the social systems or

realities of African politics, or seek too hard to adapt their explanation to
his¡orical experiences and parochial values of European or Anglo-American
political and institutional developments. Before and immediately after

colonial rule "modernisation theories' used them, See: Apter (1956 and

1961); Lipset (19ó3); Iærner (1958); þe (196ó), Almond and Coleman
(1960); Almond and Powell, Jr. (196ó).

These ea¡lier studies saw the developing areas, including Africa and its

political development and institutions through fhe mirror of modernisation

and social anropology (Chabal, 1992:6-7). At a time that the knowledge of
socio-economic and political history in Africa only began gathering

momentum the frames represented an understandable altemative. The

credible excuse (Almond, Flanagan and Mundt (1973:l) was, !o sta¡t with a

bad tool is better than not starting at all. They, however, have reflected

afterwa¡ds tl¡us:

"If those of us who began to write about political development some
fifteen vears aso had õben fullv awa¡e of what was at thè end of the
tail we held in-our hands. we misht have let it go. We knew that the
existing body of political theory-- our concepts of political structure
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and process and classification schemes - was inadeouate to cone with
the broblems of discriminatine and exolainins'tìe varieties of
oolitical Dhenomena that besañ to domínate oúr attention in the
1950s. Our theoretical effortltook the form of imorovisations. Vy'e
"theorized" because in some sens€ we had to. Iri exoloitins new
terrain we felt that a poor map r¡/as beüer than no map at all"

2. l. TlrE C¿,NoN Anculæ¡ns

Malinowski (1954) and Radcliffe-Brown (1957) paved the way for structural
functionalism to enter into political science through efforts of the
sociologists: Parsons, Merton, Marion Levy and Weber.l Their framework
gave General Sysæms Theory (David Easton, 1953 and 1965) the impulse to
absract a base and launch an approach to the study of Comparative Politics.
Although, interest for the latter rapidly spread considering the momentum of
contributions made, especially those that followed the theoretical efforts ot
among others Fred Riggs, Africa does not seem to be comfortable with a
general approach that depends nearly totally on the social and institutional
values exEaneous to its cultu¡es, values and political history. This view is
widely sha¡ed now.

These earlier interests, give the impression that interpretation of politics
in Africa was influenced by the value that political systems which provide for
effective representat"ion of the major social and economic straø under the
systems of separation of powers \ryere more likely to be stable and libertarian
(Almond and Powell, 1966: 10). This "precept"ive ståtement" clearly has the
raditional political building blocks: philosophy, rule of law and history. It
centers more on philosophy and ties it to the "history of political thoughts"
which have dominated the schools in the West for many centuries.

In spite of the broad applicability of this philosophy its ethnocentrism
subsums culture even though it was the first object captured by anropologists
to give political systems thei¡ environmental interpretations. The significance
of cultu¡e ¿¡s a component of political studies was somewhat overshadowed in
the African case. Perhaps this accounts for why the new breed scholars
interested in African political studies search for the political philosophies
having African roots: Senghot's Negritude, Nyerere's Ujamaa, and Kaunda's
Hwnanism (Ogundowole in Abiola I¡ele (eds)., 1985:251). Ogundowole
explains the supports for these with the works: Nkrumah (1974), Rodney
(1972), and Franz Fanon (1966 and 1968). But, without directly rejecting the
contributions of non-African schools of thought, he argues (page 257):

I The recognition for their contibutions is not only limited to the a¡ea of Political Science, as

shown by Almond and Powell l¡. (1966227:28; and 49). The sn¡dies arc highly cited in very
many other arcas of studies especially, in ¡he Social Sciences.
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"The realities of Africa and of all other oppressed oeooles in the
world demand a ransformation in the Eurôphitosopñical tradition,
and in the Eu¡ocultural-based societies ratherìhan thät Africa shoulti
be transformed in line with the central themes of the
Europhilosophical t¡adition. This is the crux of the marrer. It is the
founrìation rif the new orien¡ation in contemporary African political
philosophy as initiated by Fanon."

The rationality of this argument is becoming increasingly strong as shown
among others by: Chabal (1992); Tordoff (1990); Chazan, et al (1988);
Diamond, et al (1988, and 1990), Hyden and Bratton et al (1993), Shaw
(1993), and so on.2 The survey of African political studies shows that these

are among the pillars of the new-breed schola¡s. With the "modern political
history of Africa", "democratisation", "governance", and "political economy"
representing a cross-section of the fields they traverse and blend to produce
the new knowledge in the political study of contemporary Africa, a more
objective epistemological base for approaching the explanation and
inærpretation of the politics in Africa is slowly but surely emerging.

As far as politics and its studies of Africa are concerned, one cannot but
remain convinced that the objective ofexplanation adopted by the new breeds
is gndually introducing better understanding. Somehow these more carefully
sEuctured analyses reveal that to study and explain the politics in Africa, it
first of all has to be accepted from the onset that the contemporary world
faces new and acute problems both at the national and intemational levels.
Secondly, that one cannot afford to be rigid and dogmatic as to suggest that
all the problems of political knowledge about the human society had long
been solved by Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau, Burke, Marx, Lenin or Plato and
Aristotle.

On the contrary, Ogundowole suggests (Irele, eds., 1985:258): that one
needs to have a really open mind, to explore what is happening, to be
receptive to all new phenomena and search for new and more effective ways
of understanding what is involved; and concludes that this is the lesson
learned from ¡he new orienhtions in African political philosophy, and it is its
fundamenøl guiding principle. Arguments in favou¡ of explanation and
understanding are serious from the perspectives.

3. ArnTc¡,ATAGLANcE

Africa is a vast continent. Chazan et al (1988:4) summarise the vastness thus:
Africa is a continent. It encompasses a rich mosaic of peoples, culture,

2 For the latest comments on the.se, see frlrther: the rcview of literao¡e in this field made
M. Kirk Green, Joumal of Commonwealth and Comparative Politics (1993:126-7).
)OO(1. No.3. l,ondon.

by A.H.
Volume
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ecological settings, and historical experiences. Its land mass stretches from
the Meditenanean in the north to the meeting point of the Atlantic and Indiân
oceans in the south. With the population of about 450 million people, i.e., l0
percent of the world population) the peoples are as diverse as the terrain they
inhabit.

The population consists mainly of blacks and Arabs, together with a
small concentration of Asian and white settlers. The people belong to
hundreds of ethnic groups and over eight hundred languages are spoken.
Many of them embrace the animist belief systems in addition to the great
religions: notably Christianity and Islam.

About 70 percent of the population live in the rural ¿ueas as subsistence
farmers and normads. There are rapidly growing ancient and new cities on the
continent. High-technology industries co-exist alongside great mineral
reserves, even in the poverty striken regions. Paradoxically also, schools and
universities are many even though illiteracy appears to prevail among a
majority of the population.

3. 1. Enns oF PoLITIcAL HrsroRY

The study of Africa's political history is commonly organised, among other
things, to explain political developments during the eras: pre-colonial,
colonial, independent and post-independenl Marnharm (Chabal, 1992:1) says
that very little is known about the first era, except that there is an evidence to
suggest that it was most of the time characterised by ignorance, slavery and
ritual murder.

The second era was marked by mechanised warfare, forced labou¡ and
bruøl exploiøtion. Chazan et al (1988:4) evince them in the terms: conquest,
separation, amalgamation and continuity. The thi¡d and last eras, on the one
hand a¡e partly a history, and on the other hand, still continue partly to the
present time. They are taken relatively both to be politically and
economically worse (Shaw 1993).

In economic and social terms alone the performance of many African
countries has fallen tremendously short of the vision of progress and well-
being anticipated by nationalists and anticolonial movements at
independence. For example, already between the 1970s and 1980s, many of
the independent states were facing growing constrain¡s to feed their
populations. Agricultural outputs had declined, and the per-capita economic
growth stagnated with few exceptions. The Foreign debt burdens quadrople to
become a force against economic growth as export earnings are instead
diverted for servicing the debts. Although, the expof of cash crops for foreign
exchange and natural disasters too play their parts, Chazan et al emphasise
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that there are also glaring signs of inequalities. There a¡e a few very rich
people and largely still poor population though basic service and infra-
structures are more generously provided now than during the colonial era.
Urbanization, life-expectancy, health-care, illiteracy, and infant morølity still
signal social dislocations against any gains. Their contradictions invoke many
kinds of arguments about Africa's political and economic development
failures (Cohen and Goulbourne l99l).

The concem raised by the worsening political and economic situations is
what has probably produced the class that I attempt to present as the "new-
breed" scholars of African politics. It has also induced more serious analysis
of the frameworks: modernisation, dependency, statism and bureaucratic
bourgeosie by tempering their values with the political choice framework.
The "political" and "economic" survival of Africa is on the top of some study
agendas, and some scholars do not hasitate poising to scrutinise the role of
political democracy and economic liberalization as a way out while
simmultaneously emphasising the significance or the political choice in the
pfocess.

In the past the short-lived experience of social gains in native contacts
with colonial officials in Africa lured historians to assume that colonial rule
and African political independence were to lead to greater progress for the
continent. unfotunaæly the long list of post-colonial and independence
problems in the continent defy this assumption. African political history is
full of many variants of what has actually resulted instead. Nonetheless, at
independence, a majority of the new African states had several things in
common. As ex-colonial countries, and perhaps with exception of the th¡ee:
Egypt, Ethiopia and Liberia (Chazan, et al (1988:4) and Tordoff (1990), the
others were subjecæd during one or another period in their hisory to one kind
or another of the colonial powers: Britain, France, Germany, Belgium, Italy,
Porugal and Spain.

In thei¡ pre-colonial contexts, the new states were still old societies even
though not much is known about all of them. There a¡e scholars who show
that many of ¡hem had own pre-colonial history; e.g., Ghana and Nigeria, see:
Busia (1951); Fortes and Evans-Pritchard (1950); Keuning (1963); Llyod
(195a); Smith (1959); Uchendu (1965). These cases: Egypt, Kano, Songai,
Timbuktu, Zimbabwe and so on in Africa also suggest the significance of its
pre-colonial history and existence of great civilizations.

The latest facts about the history of colonial rule in Africa a¡e on the
whole somewhat conflicting. Chazan, et al (1988: 5) writes about how the
Portuguese speaking colonies: Guinea Bissau, Cape Verde, Mozambique and
Angola finally overcame 400 years of colonial dominarion. Tordoff (1990)
writes on the other hand ¡hat colonial rule was brief, and less than a hundred
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years. Whatever the interpretations, colonialism bequeathed the new s[ates
with the identities of new nation-states. Independence however, came to be
seen as a result of the nationalists struggles and the basis upon which they led
their countries into statehood.

The entry into st¿tehood and "system maintenance", that is to say roughly
"political continuity", gives rise to the belief that independence marked a
fundamental break in the "continuities" of power. Since colonial rule often
sought collaborations with the traditional rulers; i.e., the political élites of that
time, nationalism made it possible for newer kinds of élites to rise to the top
in the new states. The struggles which led to extinction of the tradition make
the political independence of African states nearly taken to represent a
triumph for African nationalists, e.g., see: Rotberg (1965); Chabal (1992:
25 l); and Nyang'oro, (1992:88-90).

Altogether, a few writers believe that the role of nationalism in African
political independence ì¡/as a political revolution totally committed to
subverting the esøblished colonial order. Even though that weakness is
present, nationalists believed that they ,flon over the traditional chiefs who
collaborated with colonial administrators through "indirect ruIe". In a few of
the new states: Ghana and Guinea in West Africa; Tordoff, explains that
political independence was interpreted to represent the break of direct
contacts with the chiefs, and instead more accountability to the people.

This history is valid for a broad spectrum of African countries under
colonial rule. But generally, thei¡ status as nation-states and process of
acquiring søtehood are a product of different historical periods and
circumstances (Chazan, et al 1988:5). The post-independent era shows that
many of them as shall be seen later face the tasks of weilding into a nation, a
variety of peoples, with different languages, who are at different stages of
socio-political development. The tasks give rise to various kinds of views
about the structure of pre-colonial African societies and the boundaries they
came to assume as nation-states at the advent of colonial rule.

Basically, the writers and analysts of African political and development
history agree that even after independence, the new nation-states of Africa
were: (i) mostly poor, (ii) predominantly rural, (iii) overdependent on the
vagaries of world market through the base provided by the economy of
colonial administration; and (iv) in situations where they benefited from
external economic aids, the benef,r¡s dissipated quickly due !o adverse terms
of international trade and predominantly agricultural natu¡e of their products.

Post-independent Africa faces therefore, political and economic problems,
stretching from instabilities of governments and institutions to industrial-
ization hinders, excessive costs of imported machines and manufactured
goods, marketing constrains arising from the structure of world trade and big

9
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debt bu¡dens (shaw, 1993). These events in the political history of Africa,
make it easy to appreciate the reason why some writers are more cautious
when comparing Africa in global political studies.

3.2. TrnpornrcAr,MAp

contemporary studies define political map of Africa against the background
of is political history. Shaw (1993:15) writes that irs ecological and
economic regions are diverse and also that in post-independence context, its
political regimes have distinct appe¿¡rances and aromas. contemporary Africa
has almost fifty-one independent states including the latesc Erit¡ea. The
saha¡an A¡ab Democratic Republic in the process of political independence
from Morocco, and the change that has now given South Africa a majority
rule leadership are likely ûo increase the number and authenticity of
politically independent African states.

The geo-political and religious features of African countries account for
why those writing about its political history and developments are prone to
organise their studies to explain the sub-saharan cha¡acteristics distinctly
from the characæristics of predominantly islamic s[ates in the North of the
continent. Egypt, Sudan, Libya, Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco are in the
latter. Books in political science more often than not portray Africa in terms
of tl¡e "Northern" and "Sub-Saha¡an" dichotomies.

In the Sub-Saha¡an countries: those countries lying approximately south
of the saha¡a, majority of the inhabitånts are "black skinned" Africans. still,
to the southern parts of the continent, European (white) "settlers" also form a
bulk of the population. The politically defined sub-Saharan space srretches
across fhe countries of ìvest Africa, cent¡al Africa, East Africa, and Southern
Africa, including also many of fhe surrounding islands.

In the Northern part of the continent, Egypt, Tunisia, and Morocco seem
to have a smaller population of christians co-exisling with the predominantly
large population of moslems. Libya and Algeria appea¡ to be predominantly
made up of moslem populations only. Sudan in the North sha¡es much of the
cha¡acteristics found in Sub-saharan part of the continent. Her nationhood
problems are seen in long-sønding civil wars between the predominantly
islamic north of the country and the Christians and animists in the south.

Sub-Saharan countries in most cases have more than half the population
belong to islamic religious faith. Although, there have been occasional
emrptions of religious conflicts, for example, Nigeria, lvfauriania, Senegal,
Mali and so on, there is on the average a greater sense of religious tolerance;
i.e., in most Sub-Saha¡an countries, Islam co-exists relatively peacefully with
Christianity and local beliefs in animism.

l0
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Politically this has been significant for the at0ainment of nationhood since
during the earlier years of political sruggles against colonial rule, national
independence manifestly implied a sense of belonging (Nkrumah, 1963).
Then, the word "politics" rang a different bell of unification in the ears of
nationalists across the continent. Against such a background, the post-

independent experience is instead that of nostolgia despite the existence of an

organ like the OAU. Unity is little. The problems of nationhood (sub-

nationalism) instead a¡e on the increase.
Although, the wave of political independence touched the countries at

different times, colonial history and experiences apply in various degrees to
them. Excepting the older political entiúes among them: Egypt, Ethiopia and
Liberia, the rest passed directly through one form of colonial administration
or the other into søtehood. The first wave of political independence

commenced in the middle and late 1950s with emergence of Sudan (1955) in
North Africa and later Ghana (1957), and Guinea (1958) respectively in West
Africa (Chazan, et. al 1988:5).

Altogether, the 1960s is declared the annus mirabilis of independence for
many African counEies (Tordoff, 1984:l). Post-war policy-realities, however,
hastened the situation (Chabal 1992). These were important for the political
history of the continent. The political map became dramatically different with
more of the countries becoming independent Clable 1).
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Unlike the colonial era when the affairs of government were run by colonial
officials and traditional rulers, "political independence" meåns that, a new
breed of African leaders somewhat accounúable to the population at large
assumed the mantlq of leadenhip and authority. Political independence thus,
began to give the political map of Africa its frst struc[ure as all the countries
were not yet independent.

Map I. Political systems in Sub-Saharan Africa. 1960
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(Adaped frcm Shaw (193:263) ¡s c/f Almond and C.oleman (1960:263)

The political map led therefore, to discem th¡ee main kinds of politicat
orientations across the Sub-Saha¡an states at the time: the systems of
govemment conrolled by Africans; the ransitional systems; and the european
controlled systems. The frst refer to a combination of: the countries whose
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systems were emerging from ståtehood, i.e.: mostly the earliest countries to
gain political independence, the new states that were entering into the process
of søtehood; and the "historic" states.

The second consist of the states on political transition: Keny4 Belgian
Congo, Ruanda-Urundi and Tanganyika) connolled relarively also by
Africans leaders pending the granting of political independence officially.
The rest were lumped into "settler" countries with mainly Europeans
controlling the political system. They included: Angola, Nyasaland, Northern
Rhodesia, Southern Rhodesia, Mozambique, South West Africa, Bechuana-
land, Swaziland, Union of South Africa and Basutoland.

4. TTßMAP AND REGIMETYPoLoGIES

Differences app¿uent after structuring the political map of Africa raise newer
arguments against lumping its countries together anyhow for the purpose of
comparison. Chazan, et al (1988:5) e.g., evince: Nigeria is big and conrasts
sharply with the tiny Comoros and the Repulic of Gambia. Zaire is big and
sha¡es borders with the small republics: Ruanda and Burundi. Swaziland is an
ethnically homogeneous nation-state surrounded by many heterogenous,
multi-ethnic countries. Africa has mona¡chies, dictatorships, military regimes,
civilian governments, revolutionary systems and democracies, populist
adminisnations and authoritarian modes of rule.

Their diversities render the results of comparison misleading. Besides the
political factors, tlere a¡e other important differences in the cultures and
economic potentialities of each of the states. Politically, unlike Ghana or
Nigeria and a few other countries whose political independence were among
the earliest and peaceful, in many of them, e.g., Algeria, Zimbabwe, Guinea
Bissau, Namibia, Angol4 Mozambique, and Cape Verde) political independ-
ence did not come on a "platter of gold". Until recently, writers still continue
to speculate about whether it was "right" and or "wrong" for the process of
political independence for some of them to be delayed and bloody.

The contemporary realities in Africa show that its "politics" is rarely drap
and dull. It is rema¡kably correct. The latest political map of Africa is by far
more different from what it was after the boom of national independence in
the 1960s. lvfany things have happened and more are still to happen. For the
firsu nearly all African countries are now politically independent; changes in
government leaderships have taken place either by the processes of
democratic elections, milirary coups, or by fiat; and a few of the leaders have
constituted themselves into dictators through force, single or multi-party
sys¡ems of government. For the second, flere a¡e unpredicøble difficulties
ahead for sub-nationalism and the survival of democracy.
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At present in Sub-Saha¡an Africa, with South Africa now having an

acceptable non-facial democratic syst€m of governance, most of the political

institutions in the continent are confolled by Africans. Their political systems

vary from democratic to authoritarian, and from directed democracy to

constested sovereignty (Shaw, 1993:105). The political map of Africa is once

more revised and redrawn. Many of them have also adopted new names.3

3 See rnd compa¡e ¡hem below:

hesent
Benin
BotswÂn8

Previous
Dahomey
Bechuanaland
Upper Volta
Ruanda-Urundi
French C¡meroons srd British Cameroor¡s2

Cape Verde Islands
Oubangui ChÂri
Frcnch Congo; sometimes refer¡ei to as

Congo-Grazzaville
Ivory C-oast

French Territory of the Afan and Issas

Spanish Guinee
Gold Coast and British Togoland
Portuguese Guinee
B¡sutol¡nd
Madagascar

Nyasaland
French Soud¡n
South rilest Afric¡
Ruanda-Urundi
Sp¡nish S¡hara; sometimes

referred ro ¡s Wesæm Sahara

British Somalil¡nd and lulian
Somaliland
Trnganyika and Z¡nzibar
French Togolurd
Belgian Congo; subsequently Congo;

sometim€s refe¡red to as C.ongo-

Leopoldville or Congo-Kinshasa
Northem Rhodesia
Southem Rhodesia; Rhodesia

Burkina F¡so
Bunrndil
C¡meroon
Cape Verde
Central African Reprblic
Congo

Côæ d lvoirc
Djibouti
F4uatorial Guinea
Ghana
Guinea-Bissau
l¡sotho
Malagasy Rçublic (still often

referred to as Madagascar)
M¡lawi
Mali
Namibi¡
Rwand¡l
Saharan Arqb Democr¡tic

Reprblicr
Som¡li De¡nocrstic Rçublic

(Son¡alia)
lanzml¡'
Togo
7zirc

Zambi¡
Zimbabwe

@ trurttrdtúy thrt bcc¡mcindcpardant in 1960 rs two lc?¡t¡tc at¡t€6.

2

3

4

Thc Soilrcrr¡ Crmsæn¡, r British-¡dminittÊ¡€d UN tnrt gfütory, joincd þ R.cpublic. of Camg.oct .
fdlowing r plcbisciæ in 1961; thc pcoplc of thc Nqrhcrn C¡mcroûú qtcd tortnteSnb.m wlttl NUcnå.

Momcco h¡¡ cldmed thi¡ tcrritory, r clrim cattccted by rlç Polisio Frút (ÚE nrtimel libcr¡dm
mÑãåù Þdisl¡ñref€c to räJ¡fuiøy ¡s t¡a Slhurtr Áhb Dsnocntic Republiö (SADR).

ffi ,tr{trå:ïSï.tñil*i'iLffil;*;le"krotr#oîE""'T$;tr'l'f 
'#rffiåÎi

Sourcc: Adrptcd fmm William Tcdd, G¿v errururtt øtd Poüilct in ¡lf'¡c¿ (I¡die¡n University Pttcs I 9M).
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The fou¡ politicat typologies are significant for understanding rhe
contemporary political systems and alts of governance in Africa. The
dimension embracing regimes under Eansition and their relation to the degree
of commitment to democracy shows whether the commitment is strong,
moderate or ambiguous; e.g., as political events recently tell in Nigeria
because the country is sinking back into military sronghold.

Two typologies are par-ticularly imporønt here: "regimes under
transition" and "contested sovereignty". "Transition" suggests a different
thing now compared to that which was commonplace in the studies of
political science in Africa during the late 1950s and throughout the 1960s.
This usage is akin to several of the post-independence problems besetting the
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politics and economic progtess in Afriça: (i) Military interventions in politics,
e.g., Nigeria, Benin, Gabon, Cape Verde, Sao Tome and principe and Ivory
Coast; (ii) The manipulation of democracy by single and, or multi-party
systems, e.9., Senegal, Botswan4 and Nambia; and (äi) Dictatorial
syndromcs, e.9., 7-a1re, Burkina Faso, Mali, Ghana, Togo, Chad, Kenya,
Ruanda, Tanzania, Cenral African Republic, Sierra Leone, South Africa and
Madagascar. Nonetheless some of these were of old. The conditions are
radically different in many of them now.

"Contested sovereignty" on the other hand is a new conceptual "device,,.
It reflects all the latær cha¡acæristics but mainly seeks to shed more light on
crisis of nationhood in the post-independent countries: Liberia, somalia,
Ruanda and v/esærn sahara, where either inter-tribal wars or other forms of
political struggles are currently in progress. Liberia is unique in it. Her
political independence was attained in 1847. Much earlier because she
entered into søtehood through the history of freed slaves.

4. 1. DEMocRATISATIoN AND EcoNoMc LIBERALISATIoN
Ancuvrrn¡"rs

Politics in Africa is not drap and dull. That is, rhings are happening there
always like elsewhere in the world. For Africa this lively, but to a certain
extent problematic political characteristic has seriously attracted the interest
of its political schola¡s. Democratisation and economic liberalisation
increasingly assume an important focus. In contemporary arguments, the
interest particularly intensifies because "political Democracy" is gaining
gleater momentum everywhere. This thesis is strongly argued by Larry
Diamond in the laæst bæk: Global rransforrnation and tlu Third worê
There are two primary indicators to inform the knowledge of the new
situation which Diamond calls "global democratic revolution": The Freedom
Status; and The Changes in Democratic San¡s (Slater, et al1993:32; 40; and
4l).

The first explains the general tendency towards increased "freedom" in
the world; i.e., that the number of democracies or (free søtes) in the world
has grown over Íhe past 20 years by say 10 states from lg72-Igï0, and,23
states from 1980-1991. This computation reflects a conglomoration of factors

4 sr" sl"æ., Schutz and Don (ed), 1993. Gloful rrarcformarion atd thc Thírd world. Lynne
Rienner Pr¡blishen. Boulder Adamanúne Press. London. Although ¡he ritle of Larry Dianond's:
Th¿ Glohlization of Democracy is mentioned, the implications of rhe editon introducrion:
Towards a Better Undcrstanding of Glohl Transfornøtion and th¿ Third Ilorld, and Kennetl¡
JowiÍ's: AlIlorldrilithou lzninisn, arc held !o produce the kind of argurnents which make the
book to be cited.
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for the periods: decolonisation, comparison of independence, and raw ratings
of operationally defined state.of global "liberty", see (Table 2). These add
more to interpretation the of world-wide situation. The second elaboraæs it
and explains fluctuations in the fate of democracy in-between the periods. It
selectively classifies some countries in the world and shows the changes in
thei¡ democratic status according to: the states that suffered democratic
breakdowns or its erosion; the states that moved towards democratic
fransitions; and the states that became democratic within the span of time
specified, see (Table 3 also).

Table II. Freedom Statusa of Independent States

1972 1980 l99l
Number Percentape Numher Percentase Number Percentase

Free 42 29.0

r¡z.olb

52 31.9

135.9)

75 43.8

Q5.3\

Partly Free 36 24.8

Ql.0\
52 31.9

ot.6\
55 32.2

143.0r

Not Free 67 46.2

G7.0\

59 36.2

G2.5\

4l 24.0

t3 1.8)

Total 145c 100 l e¡d l(n nf 100

Sou¡ce: This table is adapæd from Slater, Schuu and Dorr (ed) 1993. Freeùm in th¿ World 1990-

91 (New York: Freedom House, l99l), and Freedom Revi¿w 23, no. | (1992).

a Staæs designated are rated at least 2 on political rights and at least 3 on civil liberties;

"partly free" states are ¡ated from 3 to 6 on political rights and on civil liberties, but with a
combined freedom score not exceeding ll; and "not free" s¡aæs arc raæd 5 ø 7 on both

political rights and civil liberties, with a combined score of at least I l. (Countries scoring a loral

of I I are rated "partly frce" or "not free" by the judgemant of Freedom House.)

b Figurcs in paratheses represent perceritages of world population living in countries in each

cåtegory.

c Vietnam is listed as two states. I have counted South Africa as one (not frce) state, rhough the

Frcedom House survey presented separate ratings that year for lilhite and Black South Africa

d Divided Clprus was counted as a single country.

e Includes a nwnber of newly indepordent states and lists Clprus as two states, but lisr the

newly rcuniæd Germany and Yemen e¿ch as single søte.s.

t7
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Source: This t¡ble is adapted from Sla¡er, Schutz and Don (ed.) 1993. Freeùm in thc World 1990-
9I (New Yort: Freedom House, 199 l), an d F r eebm Rcv i¿w 23, no I ( 1992).

¡ Exclude¡ El S¡lvador, Guæmala, and Vanuau, which qualify teclmically but where the
changes have been slight and subtle.

b Erch¡des Gambi¡, Malt¡, ¡nd Mauritius, which declined ro "partly free" sutus only temporarily
and þ a small degree, and Guate¡nala ¡nd El S¡lv¡dor, because of conrinuing military
dørin¡ncc of those politie.r. The first date in paranrhcses ma¡ks the first year ¡ country was
r¡æd dernocratic, or "free"; ¡ second date indic¡tes the year of ¡ brcakdown o¡ e¡osion of
democracy.

c Indicates movem€nt from free ro partly frce (semidemocratic).

d Inch¡ded even though it is (or was) classified as "partly free" by Frcedom Housa

c Cormted ¡s ¡ democratic erosion with the downfall of the Benazir Bhuno govemment in 1990,
even though ir had never been rated as "free" by Freedom House.
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As a political entity itself, Aftica was aheady being made an unusual focus
for democratisation studies. .In the books: Democracy in Developing
Countries - Africa; and. Politics in Developing Countries - Comparing
Experiences with Democracy, issued respectively in 1988 and 1990, Larry
Diamond, Juan Linz and Seymour Martin Lipset explain the continent in that
light. The "Carter Center of Emory University" also explains contextually the
situations in l99l and classifies African countries according to the regime
typs: democratic systems - Tunisia, Algeria, Guinea, Niger, Guinea Bissau,

Gambia, Cameroon, Congo, Uganda Zantbia, Mozambique and Mauritius;
authoritarian systems - Libya, Sudan, Ethiopia, Mauritania, Malawi, Burundi,
and Lesotho; directed democrøtic systems - Egypt, Morocco and Zimbabwe;
and constitutíonal monarchies - Lesotho and Swaziland. A deøiled
classification of them further shows the general nature of the political
situations, and somewhat explains why the studies of democracy captivate.

To the surprise of political observers the signs of political democracy and
successful ma*et economy in Africa are far from convincing. Excluding
South Africa, Shaw (1993:6-13) shows that in 1991 there was a tofal of 46
independent countries in the continent. Out of that total, 20 countries had one
or the other form of multi-party regimes; 16 single-party, I miliraryi and 2
constitutional mona¡chies. These suggest that African politics is dynamic but
at the same time that, the dynamism is not a clear signal for democracy. For
example, many of the regimes described as "multi-party" are eitl¡er new
evolving because of international pressure (Angola); and, or characærised by
personal rule (Keny4 Ivory Coast) and single-party election victory
(Senegal).

Although some changes are occuring, the prospects of economic and
political transition by liberal democratic means remain still, especially in the
Sub-Saharan African countries a matter of concern. It unravels the various
interpretations prominently featuring the approaches of political economists
and historians. Chabal (1992:'l), e.9., argues that the trend is new and partly
introduced by the changing perceptions in the West about the continent. The
two factors responsible for this are: the incessant activities of exÍernal
technical experts; and the modified World Bank and Internationational
Moneøry Fund (IMF) strategies of development.

He believes that these open up Africa, encourage more peneEaúve

knowledge of its rural life, poverty structure, peasant production and help to
redefine the possibilities still presenl Economic liberalism and polirical
democracy is to fill the gap, it is argued. Its revision vis-¿-vis urban and rural
socio-politico-economic realities, it is said, would stimulate and inform of the
political settings best suited for managing the multiple problems facing post-
independent Africa. Country political analyses raise the hope that Africa will
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Table III. Changes in Democraric Sraus 1974-1991

States which suffered democra¡ic
brcakdowns or erosion betwecn

1974 and l99ls

Staæs which experienced
democraúc transitions

between 1974 and 1990b

States which bec¿me

dernocratic during
1991

Antigua & Bermuda' (1991)
Bu*ina Faso (1980)
Colombisc (1989)

Cyprusc 11971¡
Djibouti (199)

Dominican RepuUicc ( 1974)
Fijic (19s7)

Ghana (1981)
Grcnada (1980)

Haiti (lÐl)
Indisc (1975, l99l)
l,ebsnonc (1974)

Nigeria (1983)
Pakisbne (1990)

Pen¡c (1989)
Philip'pinesc (1990)
Seychelles (19?7)
sri t-cnk¡c (1983)

Sudan (1989)
Surin¡me (1980)
Thailand (l9l)
Tu*ey (1980)

Argentina (1984)
Bolivia (1982)
Bnzil (1985)

Burft ina Faso (1977 - l98O)
Chile (lÐ0)

Clprus (1987)
Czechoslovakia (1990)

Dominikan RepuHic (198)
Ecuador (1979)

Ghana (1978-1981)
Grcece (1974)

Grcnada (1985)
Honduras (1984)
Hungary (1980)
Namibia (1990)

Nicaraguad (1990)
Niseri¡ (1979-1983)

Pakistand (1988-1990)
Panamad (1990)
Peru (198G1989)

Philip,pines (1987- 1990)
Polmd (1990)

Portugal (1974)
South Korea (1987)

Spain (1977)
Sudan (1986-1989)

Thailand (1.989-1991)

Turteyd (1983)
Urusuav 11985)

Bangladesh
Benin

Bulgaria
Cape Verde

Estonia
Lawia

Lithuania
Mongolia

Nepal
Sao Tome & Principe

Zanbia
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successfully achieve political democracy and economic liberalism, and also
build søble pluralist states (Kelley, t992; Nyang'oro, 1992). Kelley says rhe
regimes a¡e economically and politically to re-order their priority in order to
succeed like the "Young Dragons" of Asia.s

Post-colonial regimes in Africa share blames for not trying harder to
materially raise the quality of life and advance rhe freedom of its people due
to wrong priorities. Kelley dicusses ma¡ket mechanisms, promotion of well
being and evolution of democracy, and emphasises that the links between
them are irevocable. He argues that the weakness of African regimes to
successfully detect the links is causing a paradigm shift in developmenr
policy. The classificatory scheme supporting these arguments puts many
African regimes into the categories: Pluralist; Administrative-Hegemonical;
Party Mobilrsrng, and Parry Centrallslng. They are correlated with the
factors: economic performance, economic system, and the incidence of
political insøbility. Arguments a¡e ¡hat the African regimes operating Ma¡ket
System Economy perform relatively well. It is valid whether or not the
regimes are in the first, second or thi¡d caægories. The second on the other
hand, poins out ¡hat most of the pluralist regimes operating the Market
Fæonomy System have relatively been more stable politically over the years.
Non-Ma¡ket Economy Sysfems: Participation, Mixed, Søte Control and or
Planned economic systems, on the average appeû to exhibit more symptoms
of political insøbility and militiary coup d'états.6

5 ïhe count¡ies covered þ rhis expression include: (Hong Kong), singapore, Taiwan and south
Korc¡. Poliric¿l economisu wsrt !o influence the trus¡ of African counrries for "market
economy" or capitalism. They nrm a¡ention to why Africa fails to made progress even when ¡he
so-c¡lled *young dragons: singapore, T¡iwan ¡nd sou¡h Korea have not been as blessed with
miner¡ls r€sor¡roes as most of them ale or have þen. The snrdy done to comp¡re Cross Narional
P¡oducts and Per-Capita rËso¡¡roes at: Global level; African level; and the Young Dragons' level
for the period 1978-l9EE show rhe¡ borh grew fasresr in ¡he la¡ær. For examplL, African GNP
bcgan in l97E wi¡h 1.74 percent and "young dragons" 241 percenr In l98E ¡he laner srood at
7,77 prørt while the former (Africa) performed under sugnarion with 1.64 percent. The pc
showed simil¡r tendencies during the period. This is tlre rationality for comparison explaining

, thc concem of some political anelysts.
o Adopred frcm Kelley (lÐ2) and re-arranged for use here. original source shows thu a part of

¡hc inform¡tion used m compile the r¡ble derived frqn: Vanhanen, T. eggf^21z-nq. Th¿
Proccss of Denæratisation: A conrwrativc study 6 i47 states, tg80-1988. New york crane
Russal; ard was supplernented wi¡h information from: wiseman, J. A. (1990). Note also rhat:
Morbt a used in the table indicates more entrÊpßneuriaþrivat enterprises; Participation
indic¡res 

. 
welcomed foreign investment with sansitivity to markets and also govemment

participuion in foreign ñ¡ms Mind indicates some govetnment enterprises, forcign-investrnent

9d sgme Private enterprise. .Sf¿t¿ cont¡ol indicates dominance of pbtic sector enterprises,
limiæd ¡nd cont¡olled foreign investrnent Planned cor¡trolled socialist economy- with
nationaliz¡¡ion of foreign enterprises. For ¡he case of Mozambique in rhe lacer category only
1980 insæad of 197E dat¿ h¡ve been used.
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4.2. CnnNcE oF covERNMENT ARcUMENTS

In Africa, political instabilities are commonly caused by miliøry coup d'états.

Nyang'oro says that it is the principal mechanism of regime change in the

continent. He argues that even though Africa is not different in this respect

from other Third World countries, e.g., those in Latin America and Asia, the

prospects of military disengagement from politics in the former are small.

Similarly the single-party system phenomenon tlneatens also what remains of
the will to practice political democracy.

The commonest belief Írmong scholars of African politics inespective of
their creed and colour, is that military coup d'étåts and single-party systems

negatively inform about the regimes in the continent. Africa's politics suffers

from this weakness. Political insøbility, civil unrest and retardation of
political and economic liberalism - hence the slackening national well being

also, a¡e atEibuted to this weakness. The consequences are better outlined in
Larry Diamond's"Global Denncralic Revolution, (Slater, et al 1993: 33-34)

where he writes:

"The stunnins chanses in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union
reverberated "visiblf ttr¡oughout the Third World, particularly
dramaticallv in Afrìca.....Inãpired bv the changes in both Eastem
Eu¡ope anó South Africa, 'and di'sgusæd wíth the oppression,
comrbtion, and economic and moral banlauptcy of one-þarty rule,
the re-st of the continent was swept by a wave of regime openings
and popular demands for multi-party democracy........"

The concrete effects of this on the regimes in Africa a¡e a.ssessed in relation

to: Felix Houphoet-Boigny of Ivory Coast; Omar Bongo of Garbon; and

Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia, who respectively, ruled their countries wifhout
challenge for 20 to 30 years. The nexü lvlathieu Kerekou of Benin Republic

who has held political po\ryer since 1972; Daniel Arap Moi of Kenya; Paul

Biya of Cameroon; Hastings Banda of Malawi; Robert Mugabe of Zimbabwe;

and Abdou Diouf of Senegal.
Larry Diamond attempts to show that "globalisation of democracy" ha.s

ushered into the regimes controlled by these leaders the impulse: to accept

multi-party systems; to end their comrpt autocracies; and to refu¡bish the

democratic image of their countries. On the one hand, the popular outcries for
democracy in thei¡ countries have forced a few of them out of power, e.g.,
(Kaunda). On the other hand, it has led too to a situation where those of them

still serving appeff to be completing their last terms of office, e.g., (Arap

Moi; Paul Biya; Diouf; and Mugabe).
He brings to notice too that in the authori[arian countries: Congo, Togo,

Niger and Madagascar, Cape Verde, Sao Tome and the Principe, the same
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global pressure is forcing their Heads of state to actively review the formula
for multi-party democratic rule. similarly, the realities of market economy
benefits a¡e redirecting attention to the dismantlement of lvlarxist regimes in
Ethiopia, Mozambique and Angola to make way for the end of hostilities and
agrcement on the formula for majority rule by democracy.

5. ConcrusroN

I have ried to explain and improve undersfanding by showing rhat African
political studies are changing somewhat in method, context and style. Some
of the analyses underlying the change are highly challenging. The new cultu¡e
of analysis is also to call African "political heads" by their names more than
hitherto was the case. These somewhat critical innovations may simply be
interpreted as the attempt of scholars to pressure their regimes more to
seriously commit themselves to: the goals of socio-political-economic
development; the well-being of their people; and the principles of democratic
rule and market economy. The weight of problems at present shows that this
is how African political studies can p¿¡ss from the basic goal of advancing
knowledge into pressing for practical resuhs in Africa by Africans
themselves. It does not seem right then to argue that politics and morality
should be treated apart? John Viscount tvlarley points out clearly that those
who treat them apart never can undersúand the one or the other. African
political studies confront its scholars with challenges of this kind.

Innovations in this field up to date are a sign ofprogress for the futu¡e of
erylanation and understanding of African politics. But as Chabal pointed out
in the arguments cited at the beginning of fhe paper, something remains for
contemporary African political studies to do. I shall explain that part of what
remains in relation to the reluctant attitudes of people who feel that Africa
has nothing to offer anymore. Some even say that it is a "dead" continent.
One is stunned about such an attitude among academics. Jt is essenriat to
address individuals thinking thus and remind them that continuous encourage-
ment to more critical studies of this category of nations has a great deal to
offer political science in particular and the social sciences in general. Apær
(1965) once articulated the arguments for encouragement by saying:

"So exciting are they and so genuine are our enthusiasm for them, that to hide
our resea¡ch efforts in a closet would deprive others of highly interesting
materials. In earlier days, a schola¡ feared to put his thoughts ôn the paper
until he perfected them. But ow situation is differeni. The academic
commrurity is wodd-wide. It is largely through our writing thar we
communicate and exchange oru views with or¡r colleagues elsewhere. The
dialogue.is important, i! only to curtail ill-form and meretricious scholarship.
To sustain commrnication between scholars before ideas have been hardened
and become fixed, is after all, one of the advantages of the modern world".
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